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ABSTRACT

The paper proposes prediction production capability for automotive rubber part supply chain subcontractors in order to remain competitive in the global market. Rubber parts are used widely in automotive, motorcycles, trucks and other types of vehicles which are mostly small sizes but huge quantities to support original equipment manufacturer (OEM) brands with specific parts. The rubber part manufacturing process is complex and uncertain with compression molding and rubber curing conditions. Therefore, good conditions can predict to obtain high production capability for customer commissioning and delivery on schedule. The Neuro-fuzzy system is adopted and developed to deal with the uncertain capability under multi-criteria decision making. The methodology development can be used in the actual situation of the rubber part manufacturing supply chain environment and can predict uncertain problems that might occur in the subcontractor factories. The prediction of the production capability of the rubber part supply chain might be more effective on the real-time monitoring control system and can be tracked location part progressive for further planning both successful or has to be rescheduled. The platform was applied to audit and test in the actual industrial supply chain in Thailand. The methodology development was originally created for the particular supply chain in rubber automotive parts that can replace the existing manual approach to obtain a more efficient process of monthly performance evaluation.
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1. Introduction

Rubber part manufacturing plays a vital role in the automotive part industrial sector. Rubber parts with special ingredient materials are extremely increased in quantity and quality and used in modern cars to obtain light weight and less energy consumption. The rubber parts are made of various types of raw materials that are mixed with different ingredients and transformed into different part shapes of the car’s components. The rubber raw materials are heated and compressed by high pressure. There are two processes that are used to deform the rubber part: the injection process and the compression process. The rubber part manufacturing process is uniquely operated which compares to plastic and metal parts. The rubber part is made of compound rubber as the main raw material in which mixed additive materials are based on design specifications and can deform only once time in the production process. If the rubber part is run out of the standard, it cannot be reused or recycled. In this research, the case study is based on a rubber part automotive cluster company in Thailand. The 1st tier takes the responsibility of purchasing orders from the OEM and then, distributes to subcontractors that they are selected by contract. The 1st tier is also responsible for raw material preparation which is mixed with product specifications as well as mould making and standard operation documents. The purchasing distribution document includes a monthly delivery planning timetable. Subcontractors take care of progressive report documents. The problem existing is that delivery is often late and delayed. Presently, the back order release solution is acceptable. It is the major cause of competitiveness reduction. There are several factors that affect the delivery’s efficiency. They are mainly on quality, resources, and management. Therefore, the research objective is to develop a predictive modelling approach using Neuro-fuzzy method which is adopted to deal with the uncertainty of SCM and predict the production capability. Some previous research presented a supply chain management model with sustainability. Vafaeezehad et al. [1] proposed multi-objective mathematical modeling for sustainable supply chain management in the paper industry. The customer value in general consists of 4 criteria such as quality, service, cost, and time. The supply chain as subcontractors commonly concerns planning and scheduling, design, new product planning, product content management, and order, together with delivery management. Awudu and Zhang [5] reviewed uncertainties and sustainability concepts in biofuel supply chain management. Modeling was proposed by analytical methods and simulation methods. Brandenburg et al. [3] proposed quantitative models for sustainable supply chain management. Sharifi et al. [4] presented a novel two-stage multi-objective optimization model for sustainable soybean supply chain design under uncertainty. It is perceptible that SCM emphasizes quality, service, cost and time which can be simulated on a mathematical model.

2. Literature reviews

This section presents previous research on SCM, SCOR criteria, fuzzy logic prediction system and production capability planning and critical comments to formulate the new conceptual idea of development model for production capacity prediction under the scope of rubber part manufacturing subcontractor.

2.1 Supply chain management

This section explains the previous study of supply chain management particularly in automotive rubber parts and the methodology to deal with current situations such as uncertainty and dynamics on both sides of the demand and supply as well as performance evaluation approach. Osiro et al. [5] proposed supplier evaluation using fuzzy logic for making decisions to increase suppliers’ performance and capabilities. The fuzzy inference combined with the simple fuzzy grid method can help in decision making in supplier evaluation in the automotive industry. Jung et al. [6] proposed a simulation-based optimization approach to supply chain management under demand uncertainty because cost effective control is critical under various uncertainties of market, logistics and
production. Chen and Zou\cite{7} and Park et al.\cite{8} presented an integration method for selecting suppliers. Good suppliers should be concerned with supplier relationship management (CRM) and purchasing strategy. Govindan et al.\cite{5} analyzed supplier development criteria for the automobile industry. They consist of competitive pressure, evaluation and certification system, incentives, supplier development programs, buyer and supplier relationships, supplier commitment, long term strategic goals, purchasing performance and top management support. Sarkar and Mohapatra\cite{9} determined the optimal size of the supply base with the consideration of risks of supply disruptions. Cost reduction and improving supply chain performance are important which can develop from supplier improvement and relationship management. Effective sourcing can be single and multiple sourcing to achieve competitiveness from production strategies such as JIT, lean, six sigma and so on. Effective Supplier selection is indispensable, but the methodology is complicated as multi-objective optimization problem solving\cite{10}. Kadarova et al.\cite{11} proposed the optimization model to select company suppliers that can deliver both quality and quantity accurately in the automotive industry. Supply chain members work with multiple subcontractors to supply the same components. KPIs performance and risk were applied and created to measure each supplier. The research methodology was simulation and modeling. Aghezzaf et al.\cite{12} proposed models for robust tactical planning of multi-stage production systems with uncertain demands. Pan et al.\cite{13} proposed multiple sourcing environments to determine lead times and obtained a satisfying combination of customer service, cost and long term availability. Material purchasing is one of the critical problems for supply chain management risk. The criteria are quality, price, delivery, service and technology. Quality is one of the key aspects of supply chain management. Dong et al.\cite{14} presented quality management in multi-level supply chains with outsourced manufacturing. Supply chain and logistics are considered both inbound and outbound enterprises which focus on minimum fixed costs of facility location and transportation. Customer satisfaction is measured by lead time reduction and transportation optimization. Lee and Li\cite{15} proposed supplier quality management from investment, inspection and incentives to meet buyer satisfaction. The improvement of supplier quality can be improved by product and process investment, quality control and quality continuous improvement. Total quality management (TQM) is another vital tool for supplier improvement of quality. Lascelles and Dale\cite{16} reported that the barriers to buyer and supplier relationships in the automotive industry are poor communication and feedback, supplier competency, and lack of knowledge on quality improvement. Risk management in the supply chain was concerned with linking performance and social sustainability as well as customer integration\cite{17}. It is found that supply chain management involves supplier evaluation, uncertainty demand management, customer relationship management and customer integration, purchasing strategy, and supply risk disruption. The fuzzy logic tool was used to obtain optimization.

### 2.2 SCOR with supply chain

SCOR model is a good tool for the supply chain to give value to customers, suppliers and makers which is effective in communicating decisions and optimizing all the process network. It encompasses the entire process of assessing customer needs, sourcing materials, creating products and distributing correctly. SCOR model can be used to evaluate the performance of agility, asset management efficiency, costs, reliability and responsiveness\cite{18,19}. Planning is used to manage demand and supply in the chain to balance between resources and demand requirements and transportation. It is important to control capacity planning and demand planning. Sourcing involves acquiring materials and sourcing infrastructure, inventory, supplier agreement, network and performance. Making emphasizes manufacturing and production in various aspects such as make to order, make to inventory. Delivering comprises of warehousing and transporting orders, and invoicing customers. Returning involves handling receiving
components and sending them back to customers to ensure the satisfaction of customer services. Delipina and Kocaoglu [20] reviewed using the SCOR model to gain a competitive advantage between the supply chains of the companies in order to obtain cost reduction. General problems for supply chain companies are poor service, high inventory, unexpected costs, constrained growth and profit loss of market share. The supply chain evolves with efficient chains to improve customer service satisfaction and performance. SCOR was used together with the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to obtain multi-criteria decision making [21-23]. Performance measurement is significant to assist competitive advantage. Bhagwat and Sharma [24] developed the platform of supply chain performance measurement using a balanced scorecard approach with 4 indicators: financial, customer, internal business process, and learning growth for the SME in India. As mentioned in the previous review, the SCOR model has been used to support SCM to increase and strengthen the ability of the organization. However, digital tools for simulation are taken into account for prediction of the future events.

2.3 Fuzzy logic prediction system

Fuzzy logic is a very useful tool to support decision making under uncertainty and complexity when information is not sufficient and imprecise. A few papers are selected to review in terms of use for operation performance evaluation and prediction in supply chain management using fuzzy logic. Ganga and Carpineti [25] proposed a fuzzy logic approach to supply chain performance management which was able to predict the performance based on causal relationships between metrics of the SCOR model. Shen et al. [26] presented a fuzzy multi criteria approach for evaluating supplier performance in the green supply chain with linguistic preferences using the TOPSIS system. Kumar et al. [27] proposed a fuzzy logic based decision support system for evaluating suppliers in supply chain management practices. Chen [28] presented fuzzy scored-based logistics management in robust SCM. A novel method of development was to evaluate the real-time overall performance of a logistics network for the supply chain. Kocamaz et al. [29] proposed an artificial neural network (ANN) to control a chaotic supply chain that used a nonlinear dynamical system. It is sensitive dependence on initial conditions and involves with infinite number of different periodic responses. An adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) controller was trained according to the model. Xu et al. [30] proposed an active management strategy for supply chain systems using nonlinear control synthesis to deal with uncertainty. Butdee and Nitnara [31] proposed fuzzy logic with a linear programming (LP) model for performance evaluation to distribute purchasing orders in cluster manufacturing. The fuzzy logic was used to measure the efficiency of each factory in the aspects of capacity, quality, reliability, source and flexibility. It can be criticised that most of the prediction systems employ a fuzzy-based reasoning system to deal with multi criteria decision making including TOPSIS, ANFIS and ANN.

2.4 Production capacity planning

Production capacity planning is a strategic process proposed for determining the capacity required to meet forecasted demand, production scheduling, supply chain planning and inventory management which is linked to aggregate planning. The capacity of production operations can be measured in terms of efficiency and utilization. There are three types of capacity: design capacity, effective capacity and actual output. The design capacity expresses a maximum capacity given by the ability of machine speeds and material flow associated with labor or production system. Effective capacity concerns multiple variables such as types of product mix, schedule and order changes, disruptions in the supply chain, unplanned maintenance and labor factors of absenteeism. It is measured by maximum output. Actual output is measured by the production rate achievement of efficiency and utilization. Capacity planning can benefit supply chain planning, maintenance planning, scheduling, delivery planning and so on. Generally, capacity planning performs with MRP. Ho and Fang [32] proposed the production capacity planning
for multiple products under an uncertain demand environment to obtain optimal capacity allocation under the given probability density function of specific demands and allocate limited capacity to multiple products to achieve maximize profit. Gerchak et al. [33] proposed the capacity criteria under uncertainty for earning per share, profits to asset ratio, profit per unit capacity or return on inventory investment. Song et al. [34] presented the inventory strategy of the risk averse supplier and overconfident manufacturer with uncertain demand. The study result showed that the supplier’s risk reduced the number of products supplied and profit under the pull strategy. On the other hand, the makers can bring better profit and higher order quantity by push strategy. Naraharisetti et al. [35] proposed capacity management in the chemical supply chain involved with the location and allocation of production and inventory capacities. Production capacity planning is significant to impact the supply chain performance whereas predictive capacity is useful to obtain proactive delivery policy. Using a fuzzy logic base can assist enterprises in predicting and preventing stock shortages in inventory management.

3. Methodology

The research methodology development is based on the practical gap of the automotive rubber part supply chain company known as subcontractors in Thailand that need to be evaluated annually. The challenge is that the heavy competition on cost leadership every year brings about pressure on the OEM. As a result, the chain of Tier1 and Tier2 companies (subcontractors) must carry out productivity improvement and waste reduction to reduce the lower cost of the whole chain. Delivery good quality of purchasing orders is the major objective together with on-time and quantity. Presently, simulation is widely used to prepare for the future prediction. This paper proposes the ANFIS model to predict the production capacity in order to ensure that the capacities for the whole chain are sufficient. The research design consists of determining input and output criterion functions for creating membership functions of the fuzzy sets. Rules related to all membership functions are created and implemented into the workspace of the MATLAB simulation. The data sets are trained and carried out by the result of the capability of the subcontractors. One purchasing order consists of many parts distributed to many subcontractors. Therefore, the production capacity of each subcontractor should be determined by simulation frequently. A fuzzy inference system is operated and summarized. The process simulation is also tested and validates the simulation rules. Figure 1 shows the structure of the auto rubber part supply chain and performance control & KPI system. OEM provides in order to Tier1 and distributes to Tier2 via supply chain management (SCM) which is operated as the SCM controller. Previously, the performance evaluation was done manually which was time consuming. We developed the new concept of the production capacity forecasting model by using the ANFIS system under the KPI of the supply chain of performance control.

Figure 2 shows the neuro-fuzzy system or ANFIS system for feeding forward neural networks and using fuzzification of backpropagation. It is a kind

![Figure 1. Structure of auto rubber part supply chain and performance control & KPI system.](image-url)
of fuzzy system which is trained by a learning algorithm using a heuristic learning procedure operated on local information. It consists of five layers. Fuzzy sets are encoded as connection weights and interpreted as a system of fuzzy rules to initialize them by prior knowledge. The ANFIS system consists of an input linguistic layer, condition layer, rule layer, consequent layer, and output linguistic layer. Fuzzy inference is performed by rule, condition and consequence layers. The learning process is composed of three stages: fuzzy membership generation, fuzzy rule identification and supervised fine-tuning. The learning procedure takes the semantic properties. It is implemented by simply the Sugeno-Takagi controller. The neuro-fuzzy system is a hybrid intelligence system that combines human reasoning as fuzzy rules of learning and connectivity of neural networks. This research paper adopts the neuro fuzzy system which is designed by using 3 inputs of quality, delivery and management whereas one output is predicted of productivity or production capacity.

Table 1 shows the linguistic variables for input and output membership functions. They are quality, delivery, management and capability respectively. The variables are divided into five levels: very high, high, medium, low and very low. The ranges are different depending on the importance of weight. Delivery is very important. It needs to perform on time, on quality and in quantity. Quality is the second rank because if the quality does not conform to the specification, the produced parts are defective and then rejected. Management is the third rank, but it is significant to associate the delivery with quality and quantity control. Traditionally, the Tier1 company evaluates subcontractors by the three variables annually by the SCM controller. In this work, we contribute a new approach to using the scientific method to predict the production capacity and evaluate performance at the same time as well as delivery and inventory control management.

Figure 2 shows the structure of a neuro-fuzzy system for the prediction of the production capacity of a rubber part manufacturing supply chain consisting of 3 inputs with five levels of membership.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer1</th>
<th>Layer2</th>
<th>Layer3</th>
<th>Layer4</th>
<th>Layer5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Resources</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Σ Prediction of productivity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Neuro fuzzy systems for production capacity and productivity.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linguistic Variable</th>
<th>Very High</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Very Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>90 - 100%</td>
<td>70 - 89%</td>
<td>50 - 69%</td>
<td>30 - 49%</td>
<td>10 - 29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery</td>
<td>90 - 100%</td>
<td>70 - 89%</td>
<td>50 - 69%</td>
<td>30 - 49%</td>
<td>10 - 29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>90 - 100%</td>
<td>80 - 89%</td>
<td>70 - 79%</td>
<td>60 - 69%</td>
<td>50 - 59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability</td>
<td>90 - 100%</td>
<td>80 - 89%</td>
<td>70 - 79%</td>
<td>60 - 69%</td>
<td>50 - 59%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 shows the structure of a neuro-fuzzy system implemented in MATLAB.

Figure 3. The structure of the Neuro-fuzzy system implemented in MATLAB.
functions (inputmf). There are 125 rules of ANFIS decision making for the prediction of the production capacity of subcontractors. The 4th layer is done by defuzzification based on the rules in the 3rd level. Finally, the output is carried out by the model development.

**Figure 4** shows the architecture of the ANFIS model for productivity simulation consisting of three inputs: quality, resources and management that influence productivity. The model is simulated by fuzzy rules of the ANFIS reasoning. The output is the score of the possibility level in the percentage of the prediction. It is then brought such quantity’s percentage to calculate with the purchase order which can come out with the quantity of the parts that can be commissioned and prepared for the back-order rescheduling.

**Table 1.** Linguistic variables for input membership functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Very high</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Very low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5** shows the input membership function of quality for the rubber part manufacturing that was created by MATLAB. The scale started with 80% of quality being accepted but at a lower level whereas the very highest quality is accepted by 99% because the automotive industry performed business under a six sigma quality management system. **Figure 6** shows the input membership function of resources for the rubber part factory. The rank is set between 75% and 95% which is accepted by the availability level in order to use for making the parts from each purchase order during the period of time concerned. **Figure 7** shows the input membership function of management for the subcontractors. It is divided into 5 levels beginning with very low, low, medium, high and very high. Management in the rubber part factory is mainly concerned with the compression operation consisting of operators (man), machine availability, mold (perfect conditions) and materials.
4. Results and discussion

This section presents the results of the ANFIS model prediction for supply chain management. Three criteria are taken into account and obtain the production capacity. The target point of capacity is more than 80%. Therefore, if the actual data are taken from the subcontractors and analyzed by the system that obtains less than 80%, then the supply chain controller needs to action by taking such parts from safety stock.

Figure 8 shows the ANFIS testing results by multi-conditions of rubber part production to obtain a capacity prediction. It shows the result of production capacity under the case specifically. The quality was 78.4% whereas the delivery was 96.1% and management was 75%. Subsequently, the model predicts that the capacity was 75.1% which was lower than it was expected to have the minimum level was 80%. Therefore, the SCM controller needs to take action to plan for extra time production or take stock parts of inventory from the safety stock level.

Figure 9 shows the impact factors of management, quality and delivery to obtain capacity prediction. Figure 9a shows that if the management was very good and delivery was also very good, then the capacity was predicted very high which is up to 100%. Figure 9b shows that if the quality is high and the management is very good, then the capacity is predicted that be very high. Finally, it can be concluded that quality is the first priority of significance, then delivery and management are the most important.

Table 2 shows the case study of a performance audit for a period of purchasing orders from 17 subcontractors. The data were shown and the capacity prediction was carried out by the ANFIS modeling on the fifth column. In addition, the risk management planning was to consider the remaining capacity of the stock and call for stock release which was shown in the sixth column.

Figure 10 shows the risk management for 100% delivery of the purchase order. There are two subcontractors that meet requirements: the sub #6 and the sub#15. As previously mentioned before, the capacity set was 80% for every subcontractor.

Figure 11 shows the result of the ANFIS model for capacity prediction of the ABC supply chain. There are 17 subcontractors producing the same parts for Tier1. The actual data from every subcontractor are collected and put into the model. It is shown that capacity is below expectations of 80%. Therefore, Tier1 needs to manage the risk management by taking stock of parts to prepare for this purchasing order.
(a) Capacity impact by management and delivery  
(b) Capacity impact by quality and management

**Figure 9.** The impact factors of management, quality and delivery to capacity prediction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subcontractors</th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Delivery</th>
<th>Management</th>
<th>Capacity prediction</th>
<th>Stock release</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 10.** The risk management for 100% delivery of the purchasing order.
5. Concluding remarks

The paper presents the new model of ANFIS-based modeling for production capacity based on the main three criteria: quality, resources and management. The ranks are captured from the Tier1 company and used to assign the input membership functions. Rules are collected by the industrial site and created by the fuzzy inference system. The data sets are trained and implemented to obtain the results of capacity prediction for each subcontractor. The case study was conducted to carry out the result and designed for planning a risk management plan based on 100% delivery. Therefore, the supply chain decision-maker can deal with the dynamic situation of the supply chain and use the strategy of stock release. The minimum capacity for the safety of every subcontractor’s production is set at 80%. So, if any subcontractor’s performance is audited by less than 80%, the supply chain controller will need to bring the part from the stock and plan to refill for safety stock at the same time. The model development has been tested successfully compared to the traditional performance evaluation. It can save time and energy for the auditing team of the Tier1 supply chain controller. Future research will integrate the model and system with a real-time monitoring system. It is extremely believed that the ANFIS modeling for production capacity prediction is useful and beneficial to the real industry managed as supply chain management, particularly the automotive industrial cluster.

The critical contribution was the scientific approach of the subcontractor’s performance evaluation can assist the SCM controller in dealing with delivery risk management and benefit the whole supply chain. In this work, we contribute a new approach to using the scientific method to predict production capacity and evaluate performance at the same time as well as delivery and inventory control management. Furthermore, the concept can be modified to implement all of the supply chain industry sectors.
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